26th Annual eTourism Conference
29 Jan - 01 Feb 2019
Nicosia, Cyprus

THE EVENT, ONE SPECIAL DESTINATION, ONE VISION!

The International Federation for IT and Travel & Tourism (IFITT), the leading independent global community for technologies in travel and tourism, will host its annual conference in Nicosia, Cyprus. Technology experts local authorities and international companies like Expedia and IBM, will come together with academics from around the world. The conference is organized by the University of Cyprus, established in 1989.

CYPRUS

An island drenched in sun and mythology, at the crossroads of ancient civilizations. 9,000 years of history gathered together on one island. Cyprus packs a remarkable array of sights and attractions, museums and archaeological parks, throbbing beach resorts, pine covered mountains, medieval fortresses and ancient temples. The remarkably rich legacy in archaeological treasures and highly developed infrastructure, make Cyprus one of the most attractive meeting places of the world.

NICOSIA

Nicosia is the capital of Cyprus; a status it has enjoyed for 1000 years since the 10th century, though its beginnings date back 5000 years to the Bronze Age. Nicosia is a sophisticated and cosmopolitan city, rich in history and culture that combines its historic past with the amenities of a modern city.

VENUE - HILTON CYPRUS

Hilton Cyprus is a 5* hotel in Nicosia. Located only 10 minutes walk from the city centre, shopping and entertainment areas.
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